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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper, we propose a novel 3D automatic anatomy 
segmentation method based on the synergistic combination of 
active appearance models (AAM), live wire (LW) and graph cut 
(GC). The proposed method consists of three main parts: model 
building, initialization and segmentation. For the model building 
part, an AAM model is constructed and the LW cost function is 
trained. For the initialization part, an improved iterative model 
refinement algorithm is proposed for the AAM optimization, which 
synergistically combines the AAM and LW method (OAAM). And 
a multi-object strategy is applied to help the object initialization. A 
pseudo 3D initialization strategy is employed to segment the 
organs slice by slice via multi-object OAAM method. The model 
constraints are applied to the initialization result. For the 
segmentation part, the object shape information generated from the 
initialization step is integrated into the GC cost computation. And 
an iterative GCOAAM method is proposed for object delineation. 
This method is a general method and can be applied to any organ 
segmentation. The proposed method was tested on the clinical liver 
and kidney CT data sets. The results showed the following: (a) an 
overall segmentation accuracy of true positive fraction>93.5%, and 
false positive fraction<0.2% can be achieved. (b) The initialization 
performance is improved by combining the AAM and LW. (c) The 
multi-object strategy greatly helps the initialization due to inter-
object constraints. 
 

Index Terms— Object Segmentation, Active Appearance 
Models, Live Wire, Graph Cut 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Image segmentation is a fundamental and challenging issue in 
computer vision and medical image analysis. Medical image 
segmentation is the process of identifying and delineating objects 
in medical images. In spite of several decades of research and 
many key advances, several challenges still remain in this area.  
      The medical image segmentation methods could be classified 
into several types: model based, image based, and hybrid based 
methods. In the model based methods, representatives in this group 
are active contours models [1], active shape and appearance 
models (ASM, AAM) [2, 3]. Active contours models are capable 

of modeling complex shapes via continuously deformable curves. 
ASM/AAM methods use "landmarks" to represent shape and 
principal component analysis to capture the major modes of 
variation in shape observed in the training data sets. The image 
based methods include graph cut (GC) [6], level set [7], watershed 
[8], live wire (LW) [9] and fuzzy connectedness [14]. The GC 
methods have been widely used in image segmentations due to its 
ability to compute globally optimal solutions. Level set can 
perform numerical computations involving curves and surfaces on 
a fixed Cartesian grid without having to parameterize these objects. 
Watershed method is simple and intuitive, can be parallelized, and 
always produces a complete division of the image. Live wire is a 
user-steered 2-dimensional segmentation method in which the user 
provides recognition help and the algorithm does the delineation. 
Fuzzy connectedness has characteristics similar to those of graph 
cut methods. Hybrid based approaches are rightfully attracting a 
great deal of attention. The premise of hybrid approaches is to 
combine the complementary strengths of the individual methods to 
arrive at a more powerful hybrid method. These methods include 
such as combination of active shape model with live wire method 
[10], watersheds with fast region merging method [11], shape-
intensity prior models with level sets [12], and combination of 
shape priors with GC method [4, 5].  
      In this paper, we propose to combine the AAM, LW and GC 
methods, and aim to get an efficient and accurate segmentation 
method. The proposed method consists of three main parts: model 
building, initialization and segmentation. For the model building 
part, the AAM model is constructed and the LW method is trained. 
For the initialization part, an improved iterative model refinement 
algorithm is proposed for the AAM optimization, which 
synergistically combines the AAM and LW method (we call it 
oriented AAM (OAAM) ). A multi-object strategy is applied to 
help the object initialization. For the segmentation part, the object 
shape information generated from the initialization step is 
integrated into the GC cost computation. An iterative GCOAAM 
method is proposed for object delineation.   
 

2. GC-OAAM 
 

2.1 Overview of the approach 
The proposed segmentation method we are developing consists of 
three main parts: model building, organ initialization, and organ 
segmentation. The following is the proposed algorithm. 
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Algorithm GC-OAAM 
begin 
(Model building/Training) 
T1. Specify landmarks on training shapes. 
T2. Create oriented boundary cost function as per LW. 
T3. Construct AAM model. 
(Initialization) 
S4. Segment the organs slice by slice via multi-object OAAM 
method. 
S5. Subject the initialization result to the 3D model constraints. 
(Segmentation) 
S6. Segment the organs using the 3D iterative GCOAAM method. 
end  
     The details of each part are given in the following sections. 
 
2.2 Model Building 
Before building the model, the organ is first aligned by affine 
registration. Then the linear interpolation is applied to make each 
subject having the same number of slices for this organ. The 
models are constructed for each slice level from the subjects’ 
training images. The model currently includes shape and texture 
information. Different kinds of morphometric and functional 
information can also be added. The AAM method [3, 13] is used 
for constructing the model: the texture and shape part. Similar to 
the OASM method [10], an oriented boundary cost function is 
devised for each organ in the model as per live wire principles. 
This part also trains the parameters for the later GC segmentation.   
 
2.3 Initialization 
In this part, we employ the pseudo 3D initialization strategy. We 
segment the organs slice by slice via an oriented AAM (OAAM) 
method. And a multi-object strategy is applied to help the object 
initialization. Experiments showed that constraints among the 
multiple organs help the object initialization. It indicates that even 
we just want to segment one organ, we could include other organs 
to help segmentation. Here, we include the skin object to help liver 
and kidney initialization.  Finally, the 3D model constraints are 
applied to the initialization result. 
      The proposed initialization method strategically combines the 
AAM with the LW method. Compared to the classic AAM [3], we 
improve the iterative model refinement method as follows. 
 
Algorithm OAAM Optimization 
begin 

Given a current estimate of the model parameters, c, the pose 
t, the texture transformation u, and the image sample at the current 
estimate, img , one step of the iterative procedure is as follows: 
1. Project the texture sample into the texture model frame using 
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imus gTg . 

2. Evaluate the error vector, ms ggr , and the current error, 
2rEaam ;  

3. Compute the live wire cost along the shape boundary, lwE . And 
compute the weighted summation error, 

lwaamtotal EEE 21 . 

4. Compute the predicted displacements, )( pRrp , where 
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5. Update the model parameters pkpp , where initially 
k=1. 
6. Calculate the new points, X’ and model frame texture '

mg  using 
p. 
7. Sample the image at the new points to obtain '

img . 

8. Calculate a new error vector, ''1' )(' mimu ggTr , and the error 

2'' rEaam . 

9. Compute the live wire cost along the predicted shape boundary, 
'

lwE . And compute the weighted summation error, 
''' 21 lwaamtotal EEE . 

10. If totaltotal EE ' , then accept the new estimate; otherwise, try 
at k=0.5, k=0.25, etc. 
end 
      This procedure is repeated until no improvement is made to the 
error, and convergence is assumed. 1 and 2 are weight 
coefficients, here 1 = 2 =0.5. During the initialization, we 
employ a multi resolution strategy, in which we start at a coarse 
resolution and iterate to convergence at each level before start the 
next level. This is more efficient and can converge to the correct 
solution from further away than searching at a single resolution.  
      After initialization, we subject the results to the 3D model 
constraints. We found from experiments that sometimes the 
initialization result for one slice is far away from the results of the 
neighbor slices. It means the initialization shape is not changing 
smoothly slice by slice. At this situation, we can interpolate the 
new shape from the neighbor shapes, or simply discard the shape 
result for this slice. The later strategy is applied in this paper. 
 
2.3 Segmentation 
      We propose an iterative GCOAAM method for the organ’s 
delineation. For segmentation, we assume that the recognized 
shapes are sufficiently close to the actual boundaries in the given 
image to be segmented. The GCOAAM algorithm effectively 
integrates the shape information with the globally optimal 3D 
delineation capability of the GC method.   
      For GC segmentation, we represent the image as a 6-
connectivity graph G(V,E). Boykov's α-expansion method [6] is 
used as the optimization method. In the traditional GC method, the 
energy function usually consists of two parts: data penalty and 
boundary penalty terms.  In this paper, we propose a new graph cut 
energy function, which additionally consists of a 3D shape term: 
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where )(pD  is a data penalty function, qpV ,  is the boundary 

term, N is the set of all pairs of neighboring voxels in I, and pS  is 

the shape term. These components are defined as follows: 
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DK  and BK  are the weights for the data and boundary term. 

pLMean , 
pLVar  are the intensity mean and variance of the region 

corresponding to label pL  in I. 
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where SK is the weight for the shape term, ),( OAAMshapepd  is 
the distance from voxel p to the initialized OAAM shape, 

),( OAAMapehspd  is the distance from voxel p to the 

complementary of OAAM shape. OAAMR  is the radius of a sphere 
that just encloses the mean shapes in the model. 

The GC segmentation is performed based on equation (1). 
The shape penalty part measures the agreement between the GC 
segmented result and the recognition result. The delineation is 
accomplished through the iterative GCOAAM algorithm as 
follows. 
Algorithm iterative GCOAAM: 
Input: Initialized shapes xp. 
Output: Resulting shapes xo and the associated object boundaries. 
Begin 
while number of iterations < n do  
1. Perform the GC segmentation based on the OAAM initialized 
shapes xp; 
2. Compute the new position of the landmarks by moving each 
landmark in xp to the point closest on the GC  boundary; The 
resulting shapes is xnew; 
3. If no landmarks moved, then stop and set xnew as xo; 
    Else subject xnew to the constraints of model and set it as xp. 
endwhile 
Perform one final GC segmentation based on xo, and get the 
associated object boundaries. 
End 

In our implementation, n is set as 3. We also limit the 
maximum landmarks movement within any iteration to 6 voxels.  

 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
The proposed method is tested on clinical CT datasets of 10 female 
patients. The resolution of the CT images is 1.17mm x 1.17mm x 
5.0 mm. Liver and kidney segmentation were conducted to 
evaluate the proposed method.  The leave-one-out strategy was 
used in the evaluation. 

As for the liver segmentation, the liver region was first 
linearly interpolated to 50 slices. Then the AAM models were built 
for each slice level. To help the liver initialization, the skin object 
was included in the model. Fig.1. shows one slice example and its 
corresponding mean shape and texture of the model. The number 
of landmarks for liver and skin was 35 and 8, respectively. We 
only selected the 8 landmarks because they were sufficient for LW. 
For the kidney segmentation, the kidney region was interpolated to 
32 slices, and the skin object was also included to help the 
automatic initialization. The number of landmarks for kidney and 
skin is 20 and 8, respectively. Fig.2. shows one slice example of 

the kidney and its corresponding mean shape and texture of the 
model. 

   
(a)                              (b)                               (c) 

Fig. 1. The image illustration for liver dataset. (a) The landmarks 
of liver and skin on one slice. (b) The corresponding AAM shape 
model for this slice level; (c) The corresponding AAM appearance 
model for this slice level. 

      
(a)                              (b)                               (c) 

Fig. 2. The image illustration for kidney dataset. (a) The landmarks 
of kidney and skin on one slice. (b) The corresponding AAM shape 
model for this slice level; (c) The corresponding AAM appearance 
model for this slice level. 
      Experiments were conducted to compare the performance of 
AAM (single object), multi-object AAM (MAAM), multi-object 
OAAM (MOAAM), and the proposed GCOAAM method. The 
accuracy of delineation on the dataset expressed in true positive 
and false positive volume fractions [15] are shown in the Table 1. 
We can see the multi-object strategy greatly improves the accuracy 
compared to the single object AAM. The OAAM method also 
improves the AAM initialization performance. The proposed 
GCOAAM method achieves the best accuracy. Figs. 3 and 4 show 
three slices of the OAAM initialization and GCOAAM results for 
the liver and kidney segmentation, respectively. Figs. 5 and 6 show 
one example of 3D visualization of segmentation results for the 
liver and kidney segmentation, respectively. On an Intel Pentium 
IV PC with a 3.4 GHZ CPU, the one iteration of GCOAAM time is 
about 45 and 32 seconds for the liver and kidney segmentation, 
respectively.      

    
Fig. 3. The experimental results on liver dataset. The first column 
is the original slice image; the second is OAAM initialization 
result; and the last column is the CGOAAM result overlay on the 
original image.  

    
Fig. 4. The experimental results on kidney dataset. The first 
column is the original slice image; the second is OAAM  
initialization result; the third is the CGOAAM result overlay on the 
original image.  
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Fig. 5. Three different views of one delineation result for liver 
segmentation by GCOAAM. 

   
Fig. 6. Three different views of one delineation result for kidney 
segmentation by GCOAAM. 
 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
In this paper, we propose a 3D automatic anatomy segmentation 
method. The proposed method synergistically combines the AAM, 
LW and GC methods to get their complementary strengths. The 
proposed method consists of three main parts: model building, 
initialization and segmentation. For the initialization part, we 
employ the pseudo 3D strategy, and segment the organs slice by 
slice via multi-object OAAM method which effectively combines 
the AAM and LW methods. For the segmentation part, an iterative 
GCOAAM method is proposed for object delineation which 
integrates the shape information from the initialization. The 
proposed method was tested on the clinical CT dataset by liver and 
kidney segmentation. The experimental results proved the 
feasibility of the proposed method: (a) an overall segmentation 
accuracy of TPVF>93.5%, FPVF<0.2% can be achieved. (b) The 
initialization performance is improved by combine the AAM and 
LW. (c) The multi-object strategy helps a lot in the initialization 
due to more constraints. Our method is a general method and can 
be applied to any organ segmentation. 
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Data Set TPVF (%) FPVF (%) 
AAM MAAM MOAAM GCOAAM AAM MAAM MOAAM GCOAAM 

Liver CT 60.0±5.1 85.0±1.3 90.1±1.1 93.5±0.9 10.1±2.3 1.1±0.3 .53±.05 .16 ±.01 
Kidney CT 51.0±8.3 84.0±1.6 89.3±1.2 94.1±1.0 15.3±3.2 .93±.45 .67±.06 .08±.01 

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of TPVF, FPVF for AAM, MAAM, MOAAM, and GCOAAM on liver and kidney segmentation. 
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